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Abstract. As our contribution to the e↵ort of developing methods to
make robots more adaptive and robust to dynamic environments, we have
proposed our method of ‘minimal surprise’ in a series of previous works.
In a multi-robot setting, we use evolutionary computation to evolve pairs
of artificial neural networks: an actor network to select motor speeds and
a predictor network to predict future sensor input. By rewarding for prediction accuracy, we give robots an innate, task-independent motivation
to behave in structured and thus, predictable ways. While we previously
focused on feasibility studies using abstract simulations, we now present
our first results using realistic robot simulations and first experiments
with real robot hardware. In a centralized online and onboard evolution
approach, we show that minimize surprise works e↵ectively on Thymio II
robots in an area cleaning scenario.
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Introduction

Mobile robots and multi-robot systems can be programmed with state-of-theart methods to work reasonably in a majority of situations. However, a small
remaining fraction of non-anticipated situations may cause erratic behavior or
even system breakdowns. As an alternative approach to classical techniques of
machine learning, we propose our concept of ‘minimal surprise’ [1]. We use methods of evolutionary computation [2] to evolve the weights of actor-predictor pairs
of artificial neural networks (ANN). That is, we provide our robots with a special form of a world model (predictor) in addition to a standard controller (actor). The robot swarm receives task-independent rewards for correct prediction
of future sensor input. This biases the evolutionary dynamics towards ‘boring’
behaviors that simplify the prediction. As there is no task-specific reward in
our standard minimize surprise approach, a variety of robot swarm behaviors
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Fig. 1. Extended Thymio II robot in the Webots simulator (a, b) and in reality (c). The
robot has 7 horizontal IR sensors (F 0, . . . , F 4, B0, B1), 2 ground IR sensors (G0, G1),
2 light sensors (L0, L1; invisible in simulation) and one force sensor (P ) [8].

emerges during the evolutionary process that then needs to be reviewed and
selected for task-specific applications. Previously, we have shown that we can
successfully generate typical swarm robot behaviors (aggregation, dispersion,
flocking) [1] but also more complex behaviors, such as self-assembly [3] and collective construction [4]. However, all these results were based on rather abstract
simulations of 1D and 2D discrete and continuous worlds. Here, we report our
first results of using realistic robot simulations and real robot hardware. Our
main contribution is the proof that minimize surprise works in the real world.
A secondary contribution is the implementation of an evolutionary approach
adapted to the real-world setting. Before, we used a genetic algorithm that required many simulated evaluation runs. On real robots, that is infeasible as it
would be too time consuming and wearing down our robots. Instead, we now
use a genetic algorithm in a centralized online and onboard architecture with
(1+1)-selection that was shown to be feasible for such applications [5] and, for
example, was already used to evolve foraging behaviors in a swarm of Thymio II
robots [6]. We also find non-trivial prediction behaviors in the evolved predictor
networks. Previously we had mainly found trivial predictions, such as outputting
the current state of sensor input as prediction. We have extended four Thymio II
robots [7] with bulldozer blades in a bumper style to enable them to push objects.

2
2.1

Experiment Design
Robots in Simulation and Hardware

We use extended Thymio II robots [7] in the Webots simulator [9] and in physical
robot experiments. The standard version of the robot includes seven horizontal
infra-red (IR) proximity sensors. Five are located at the front (F 0, . . . , F 4) and
two are located at the back (B0 and B1) of the robot as marked in Fig. 1b.
Also, the Thymio II has two IR ground sensors (G0 and G1). The sensors are
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(a) standard arena

(b) gradient arena
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(c) real arena

Fig. 2. Test environments in simulation (a,b) and in reality (c). The starting position of
the robots is fixed for all scenarios while boxes are distributed randomly. (a) illustrates
the low and (b) the high box density setting [8].

updated with 10 Hz on the real robot and every 10 ms (simulated time) in
Webots. The robot’s two di↵erential drive motors allow for a maximum linear
velocity of 20 cm
s . For more gentle usage of the motors, we restrict the maxcm
imum speed to 10.6 cm
s on the real robots and to 12.6 s in simulation. We
extend simulated (Fig. 1a) and real robots (Fig. 1c) with a bulldozer blade in
the form of a bumper equipped with a force sensor (P ), and two light sensors
(L0 and L1) on top of each robot. The force sensors allow to measure forces
when pushing objects with the robot’s blade while we use the light sensors to
detect light gradients (here only used in simulation). In Webots, we extend the
robot design by modifying the open-source PROTO-files of the robot model.
The real robot’s blade is built of LEGO® parts and mounted to the attachment
points for LEGO® on the Thymio II. The force sensor (HSFPAR303A) and the
two light sensors (TSL45315) are connected to a Raspberry Pi 3B (RPi) that is
mounted on top of the robot with a sandwiched external battery between. The
RPi is then connected to the Thymio II through USB and its D-Bus interface.
We program the robot in Python 3.6.9.
2.2

Environment

We use two di↵erent environments in simulation (Figs. 2a, 2b) and one with real
robots (Fig. 2c). The simulated arenas have a size of 1.1 m ⇥ 1.1 m to allow
for fast simulation and the real arena has a size of 2.2 m ⇥ 2.9 m. All have a
carpeted floor and boundaries that are detectable by the ground IR sensors, that
is, the edges where the carpeted floor stops in simulation and mirror film in the
real arena. The simulated environments have additional walls in distance to the
arena’s real boundaries to ensure that robots and boxes cannot leave the arena
completely. These walls are only detectable by the robots if they crossed the real
arena’s boundaries which may occur when robots drive backwards. In the real
environment, this is prevented by a rim formed by the mirror film or, in some
cases, we had to put a lost robot back into the arena. We randomly distribute
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Fig. 3. ANN pair of each robot in minimize surprise. Inputs are R sensor values
s0 (t), . . . , sR 1 (t) at time step t, the motor values v0 (t 1) and v1 (t 1) for the
left and right wheel of the Thymio robot of time step t 1 or v0 (t) and v1 (t) of time
step t, respectively. Outputs are a pair of motor speeds v0 (t) and v1 (t) or R sensor
value predictions p0 (t + 1), . . . , pR 1 (t + 1) for time step t + 1 [8].
Table 1. Parameters for (1+1)-evolution. Values in brackets give the adjusted parameters for the real robot scenario.
Parameter
mutation rate
evaluation length (time steps)
post-evaluation length (time steps)
max. evaluations
re-evaluation probability
re-evaluation weight ↵

Value
0.1
1,000 (100)
10,000 (1,000)
1000 (350)
0.2
0.2

wooden cubes (boxes) in the arena. Their dimensions are 2.5 ⇥ 2.5 ⇥ 2.5 cm3 and
they weigh ca. 10 g. In simulation, we adjusted their weights to 2 g to compensate
for di↵erences between simulated and real environment. We use a box density of
ca. 14% (i.e., ⇡ 220 boxes
sqm ) in simulation and in the real arena. Additionally, we
test a box density of ca. 3.6% (i.e., ⇡ 55 boxes
sqm ) in simulation only. The boxes are
too small to be detected by the horizontal IR sensors. In summary, a robot can
discriminate robots, boxes, and the arena boundaries using its sensors.
We vary the light settings in the two simulated environments to investigate
the e↵ect of light on emerging behaviors. The standard arena (Fig. 2a) is uniformly illuminated rendering light sensors irrelevant for this setting. The gradient
arena (Fig. 2b) has a simulated light bulb above the center of the arena with
light intensity decreasing gradually towards the arena boundaries.
2.3

Evolution of Robot Controllers

We apply our minimize surprise approach [1] to this area clearing scenario
to evolve robot controllers for a homogeneous swarm using an innate, taskindependent motivation. Each robot is equipped with an ANN pair. A feedforward network serves as the robot controller (Fig. 3a) and outputs normalized
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(a) architecture

(b) schematic interplay of master and clients

Fig. 4. Centralized online evolution architecture with one external master robot (M)
running the evolutionary process and overseeing the four client robots (C) in the arena.
The master initializes the first genome (G) and sends (S) it to the clients. The clients
receive (R) the genome, evaluate it and reply with their individual fitness (F). The
master calculates the total fitness, selects the current best genome and decides whether
to reevaluate it or to recreate o↵spring by mutation (SM). The chosen genome will be
send to the clients and the process continues until termination [8].

speeds v 2 [ 1.0, 1.0] for the two di↵erential drive motors. When sent to the
robot’s motors, the normalized values v are scaled with the maximum speed vmax .
The controller ANN is paired with a recurrent neural network that serves as a
predictor for the next sensor values (Fig. 3b). Inputs for both ANNs are the
current sensor values that are normalized by their maximum possible value and
the last set motor speeds for the controller network and the next speeds for the
predictor network. New motor values and sensor predictions are determined with
every sensor update of the Thymio II, that is, every 100 ms on the real robot
and every 10 ms in simulation. Thus, time is discretized into steps of 100 ms and
10 ms, respectively, and allows for discrete fitness calculation. Fitness is given to
an ANN pair for high prediction accuracy and normalized to a maximum of 1.
We define the fitness function as
F =

N 1R 1T 1
1 X XX
1
N RT n=0 r=0 t=0

|pnr (t)

snr (t)|,

(1)

with swarm size N , number of sensors R, time steps T , real value snr (t) of
and prediction pnr (t) for sensor r of robot n at time step t.
We use an evolutionary algorithm with (1+1)-selection [2]. The weights of
the network pairs are encoded in the genome of the individuals. An evaluation
lasts for 1,000 time steps in simulation and for 100 time steps on the real robots,
that is, 10 s. Theoretically, this online evolution approach could be run infinitely
for an open-ended adaptation process, but we restrict our experiments to 1,000
evaluations in simulation and 350 in the real arena per evolutionary run. Evaluated is either the current best individual with a 20% chance or its o↵spring.
O↵spring is created by mutation of the best individual, that is, by adding a
uniformly random value to each gene with a probability of 0.1. In the case of
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(a) low box density

(b) high box density

Fig. 5. Current best fitness over evaluations in simulation for the standard arena and
both box densities over 20 runs. We print the boxes for every 20 evaluations for a
clearer illustration. Medians are indicated by red bars. [8]

re-evaluations, the fitness of the best individual is calculated as an exponentially
weighted mean Ft = ↵fˆt +(1 ↵)Ft 1 with ↵ = 0.2 of the fitness value fˆt reached
during re-evaluation and the previous best fitness Ft 1 . After the experiment, we
run the last best individual for 100 s in a post-evaluation to store sensor values,
predictions, and, in simulation, box positions and robot trajectories to analyze
emergent behaviors. We reset the arena for post-evaluation by placing the robots
at their initial positions and the boxes at randomly distributed positions in the
arena. The parameters for our (1+1)-evolution are summarized in Tab. 1.
We realize learning with a centralized online evolution architecture [2] as
shown in Fig. 4a. One Thymio II robot is used as the central master guiding
the evolutionary process, that is, it distributes genomes to a swarm of N = 4
Thymio II robots, collects individual fitness and calculates the total fitness,
selects the best individual, and creates o↵spring by applying mutation. This
master robot is placed outside the arena and is not evaluating genomes itself. The
swarm members (clients) receive the genome from the master, evaluate it for the
evaluation length, and send their individual fitness back to the master. Figure 4b
illustrates the interplay of master and clients schematically. The communication
between the robots is realized with the Emitter and Receiver provided by Webots
in simulation. On the real robots, a TCP connection and WiFi are used. In case
of transmission errors, a genome is evaluated again in the next evaluation. We do
20 independent evolutionary runs per scenario in simulation and five independent
runs with the real robots in the standard arena with the high box density.
2.4

Hardware Protection

We implement a hardware protection layer to prevent robot damages by stopping potentially harmful actions. Fitness evaluation continues during hardware
protection as usual. Here, we implement a simple hardware protection that leads
to an escape behavior if the front or back IR sensors detect a too close obstacle. We limit the allowed amount of pushed boxes to about 10 boxes (detected
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by the pressure sensor) to avoid motor damage. If an above-threshold pushing
force is detected, the robot turns on spot away from the boxes. As we cannot
measure a robot’s pushing force when driving backwards, we stop robots after
9 s of constantly going backwards. This limit is reset once positive motor values
occur. Furthermore, robots are prevented from leaving the arena by forcing the
robot to turn when detecting the arena’s boundaries. When driving backwards,
robots detect the boundaries when they are mostly out of the arena already
(ground sensors are in front). In simulation, the outer wall triggers the escape
behavior and thus, robots drive back into the arena. In the real experiments,
the experimenter has to trigger the behavior manually by activating the back IR
sensors which could be automated by adding walls to the real arena, too.

3
3.1

Results
Simulation

Figure 5 shows the increase of best fitness for the standard arena for both box
densities and exemplifies the fitness curves observed in all experiments. The
median best fitness (prediction accuracy) in the last evaluation is 0.99 in the
standard arena and 0.97 in the gradient arena for both box densities. The high
prediction accuracy shows that our approach is successful, but provides little
informative value about the robot system as such. Hence, we investigate the
resulting robot and swarm behaviors, and in particular their diversity. All figures
and a video illustrating emergent behaviors can be found online [8].
Measures of behavioral diversity. We quantify resulting behaviors based on
box displacement and distance covered by robots during the post-evaluation run,
see Fig. 6. We define the distance covered by robots dR as mean accumulated
robot displacement over runtime T as given by
dR =

N 1T 1
1 XX
||ln (t + 1)
N n=0 t=0

ln (t)||2 ,

(2)

with N robots and positions ln (t) and ln (t + 1) of robot n at time steps t
and t + 1, respectively. Robots can cover a theoretical maximum distance dR of
12.6 m when constantly driving with maximum linear speed of 0.126 m
s during
10,000 post-evaluation time steps of 10 ms each. We define box displacement
dB =

B 1
1 X
||lb (T )
B

lb (0)||2 ,

(3)

b=0

as the mean Euclidean distance between the starting positions lb (0) and final
positions lb (T ) of the B boxes. The theoretical maximum displacement of a box
is the arena’s diagonal, but we obviously expect a lower e↵ective mean distance.
We find by qualitative analysis that a threshold of 0.1 in box displacement dB
distinguishes behaviors that lead to the pushing of boxes from behaviors with
limited or no box manipulation.
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(a) high box density (⇡ 220 boxes
)
sqm

(b) low box density (⇡ 55 boxes
)
sqm

Fig. 6. Distance covered by robots dR (Eq. 2) vs. box displacement dB (Eq. 3) for the
standard and gradient arena and both box densities. The dashed gray line marks a
threshold between behaviors leading to the pushing of boxes and other behaviors. [8]

Circling behaviors. The majority of emergent behaviors has robots go in
circles ranging from small circles (Fig. 7a) with short covered distances dR to
larger circles with robots following each other (‘circle dance’) resulting in larger
covered distances. Boxes are mostly pushed when robots avoid each other. The
evolutionary process seems to exploit hardware protection behaviors with robots
distributing themselves by triggering the escape behavior. In most cases, these
escape behaviors are only executed shortly at the beginning of the run for limited
duration. In rare cases, robots evolve intrinsic obstacle avoidance.
Reverse driving. Other behaviors with dB < 0.1 lead to robots driving backwards until they are stopped by hardware protection (Fig. 7b). Boxes are pushed
rarely or not at all. When all robots are stopped by hardware protection, the
environment is static and thus, easily predictable.
Behaviors leading to the pushing of boxes. Behaviors with box displacements dB larger than 0.1 emerge more often in the gradient arena for both box
densities. For the low box density setting, they lead to robots clearing the arena
from boxes or, in one run, to robots pushing boxes around in the arena. In the
high box density setting, robots form small box clusters (Fig. 7c). This di↵erence
is probably caused by hardware protection as with increasing box density, robots
exceed the threshold of maximum pushed boxes faster and turn away. For high
box densities, clusters form while for low densities, boxes get easily pushed out
of the arena and higher box displacement is achieved. The robots implement
a random walk that implements behaviors leading to the pushing of boxes by
exploiting the hardware protection’s boundary avoidance behavior.
Sensor value predictions. A good interplay between controller and predictor
allows for high prediction accuracy. A controller generating predictable behaviors
simplifies the predictor’s job. Thus, studying predictions and real sensor values
of the emergent behaviors may provide insights into the evolutionary process.
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(a) driving in circles

(b) reverse driving
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(c) pushing of boxes

Fig. 7. Examples of emergent behaviors in simulation. The pictures show box and
robot positions at the end of the post-evaluation runs. [8]

The mean sensor values and predictions of a circling behavior in the gradient
arena are shown in Fig. 8a and serve as representative example for most emergent behaviors. In general, we find that robots do not predict or sense other
robots nearby (i.e., F 0, . . . , F 4, B0, B1 ⇡ 0). Exceptions are the ‘circle dance’
behavior that leads to driving collectively in a circle based on the front left IR
sensor values and the detection of the outer arena walls with the back IR sensors in reverse driving. The real and predicted ground IR sensor values (G0, G1)
match the light reflected from the arena’s carpet. In all but one run, the pressure
sensor (P ) values and predictions are below 0.08. This is an e↵ect of hardware
protection as robots are forced to turn when pushing more than 10 boxes, that
is, P > 0.25. Thus, all of these sensors allow for trivial predictions. However, the
two additional light sensors (L0, L1) in the gradient arena do not generally allow
for trivial predictions as light intensity fluctuates based on the distance from the
arena’s center. Repetitive behaviors, such as circling, can lead to steady fluctuations of light intensity as depicted in Fig. 8b. For most behaviors, we find that
predictions follow these fluctuations roughly but with an o↵set. In a few cases
(as seen in Fig. 8b for L0), we find sophisticated predictor outputs. Constant
light intensity is reached in reverse driving behaviors as robots are stopped by
hardware protection. Usually, robots are then located at the arena’s boundaries
where light intensity is also low. As the light sensors account only for 16 of the
total fitness when predicting all sensors, we studied whether better light sensor
predictions emerge when forcing the predictor to specialize for light and pressure
sensors only (i.e., no prediction of IR sensors F 1, . . . , F 4, B0, B1, G0, G1). We
run 20 independent runs in the gradient arena with high box density. As before,
we find predictions following the fluctuations but with lower values than the real
sensors. Furthermore, the number of behaviors leading to the pushing of boxes
decreased compared to the previous runs.
Robot-environment-feedback loop. We find that the fitness of the postevaluation runs is statistically significantly lower than the best fitness at the
end of the evolutionary runs for all scenarios (Mann-Whitney U Test, p < 0.05).
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(a) mean predicted and real sensor values

(b) non-trivial predictions of L0

Fig. 8. Predicted and real sensor values of one behavior that lets robots drive in circles
in the gradient arena with front IR sensors F 0, . . . , F 4, back IR sensors B0 and B1,
ground IR sensors G0 and G1, pressure sensor P and light sensors L0 and L1. [8]

This implies a feedback loop during evolution: individuals change the environment and the altered environment leads to adapted individuals. As we reset
the arena for post-evaluation, the individuals may not be adapted to this ‘new’
environment anymore. We test this hypothesis by doing 20 evolutionary runs
predicting light and pressure sensors in the gradient arena with high box density
without resetting the arena for post-evaluation. Thus, the last best individual is
post-evaluated in the same environment as at the end of the evolutionary run.
Here, we do not find statistically significantly di↵erent fitness values. Robots
frequently move to the arena’s edges and sense only low light intensities. Thus,
adaptation to fluctuations in light intensity is not rewarding as those are only
small at the arena’s boundaries. Resetting the arena leads to higher light intensities and fluctuations. Thus, prediction accuracy is lower.
3.2

Experiments on Physical Robots

We have done five real-world experiment runs in the arena (Fig. 2c) with four
extended Thymio II robots (Fig. 1c) evaluating the individuals and one robot
serving as master for centralized online evolution. One of the runs terminated
early due to connection errors. We include the data of the four complete runs in
our evaluation. The increase of best fitness over the 350 evaluations is shown in
Fig. 9a. The median best fitness reached in the last evaluation is 0.91.
The best individuals of the last generation of three out of four runs lead to
robots driving in circles as was also mainly found in the simulated arenas. One
run leads to constant reverse driving of robots. A video illustrating one complete
evolutionary run leading to robots driving in circles can be found online [8].
Over time, robots clear space from boxes and early in the evolutionary runs, the
circling behavior emerges as this allows for easy sensor predictions. Similarly to
the simulation results, we find that the sensor values for all horizontal proximity
sensors (F 0, . . . , F 4, B0, B1) are approximately zero for most of the time and
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(a) best fitness over evaluations
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(b) mean predictions and sensor values

Fig. 9. (a) Current best fitness over evaluations in the real arena of 4 runs. We print
boxes for every 5 evaluations for a clearer illustration. Red bars indicate the median.
(b) Bar chart of mean predicted and real sensor values of one evolutionary run with
front IR sensors F 0, . . . , F 4, back IR sensors B0 and B1, ground IR sensors G0 and
G1 and pressure sensor P . [8]

low values are also predicted (Fig. 9b). As before, predictions and real values for
the ground IR sensors (G0, G1) match the light reflected from the arena’s carpet
(⇡ 0.4). The pressure sensor P has low values as robots do not push boxes while
driving in circles.

4

Conclusion

We have shown that our minimal surprise approach e↵ectively leads to the emergence of diverse behaviors when applied to a real robot swarm in an area clearing scenario. Using a distributed implementation of centralized onboard (1+1)evolution, we have also shown that robots can adapt to a changing environment
at runtime as it is manipulated by themselves. The robots show an innate motivation to tidy areas in order to simplify their predictions. Here, our focus was on
proving that minimize surprise is feasible on real robot swarms. In future work,
we will transfer our previous methods [3] to the real-robot case and engineer
self-organization towards desired behaviors.
In our master-client approach of centralized distributed evolution, we have
placed the master robot out of the arena to simplify handling and maximize
reliability during robot experiments. The computational power provided by the
RPi-extension board is, however, sufficient to also allow the master robot to operate in the arena while managing the evolutionary algorithm. In future work, we
plan to implement a fullscale distributed online onboard evolutionary approach.
The observed emergent behaviors in our scenario classify rather as tidying
than construction. Structure formation of boxes is unlikely here because robots
tend to push boxes out of the arena instead of forming box clusters. A more
sophisticate approach would require a box-pull action or even a gripper [10]. In
our previous work [4], agents lived on a torus which simplified the scenario and
allowed for more structures to emerge.
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In summary, the minimize surprise approach implements one option to deal
with dynamic environments in real-world multi-robot systems. We argue that the
approach increases reliability of the system in an open-ended process of adaptation because the robots autonomously adapt to any, possibly non-anticipated,
situation. This happens due to the doctrine of accurate predictions and we speculate that predictable robot behaviors are to be considered generally as safe and
reliable behaviors as also argued by Friston et al. for the biological case [11].
In future work, we want to do further robot experiments with more robots in
di↵erent scenarios to continue showing the diversity of emerging behaviors and
the real-world capability of minimize surprise. We also hope to give proof for the
hypothesized connection between easy-to-predict behaviors and reliable robot
behaviors for real-world mobile robot applications in dynamic environments.
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